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J&S Franklin to show recently deployed DefenCell MAC at CTX14
J&S Franklin will be demonstrating DEFENCELL MAC at this year’s Counter Terror Expo, on
their Stand No: G95 at Olympia, London from the 29th to 30th April 2014.
DEFENCELL MAC has recently been deployed in South Sudan and North Africa, where these
orders for several 20' containers of DefenCell MAC, were shipped from stock and see the
MAC1, MAC3 and MAC5 models successfully deployed protecting camps in hostile areas.
DEFENCELL MAC is the new range of protective welded mesh metal gabions, lined with
geotextile and supplied in several standard sizes that can be filled with locally available
materials such as earth, or sand to provide ballistic protection, blast mitigation and HVM
vehicle barriers. MAC can also be used for environmental applications and is ideal for flood
protection.
DEFENCELL MAC gabions are supplied pre‐assembled and folded for shipping and are easy
to deploy by pulling open, positioning and filling.
For further details or to arrange a demonstration
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Editors Notes
J&S Franklin Ltd was founded in 1946, and remains a compact family‐run business, with
offices in UK, USA, Middle and Far East , offering a wide range of military and security
equipment to the British Ministry of Defence, and many overseas Governments,
International Relief Agencies and the United Nations.

J&S Franklin offers a complete “turnkey” service, combining rapid response, confidentiality
and experience to provide economical and effective solutions, on a global basis.
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